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TGR Product Highlights 

1. Reduced global loads based on the continuous base rail design provides global loading as low as 2.5 lb./ft²

2. No wind screen is required reducing installation time and easy access for wire management

3. Only 3 main components; base rails (pre-punched), tilt rails (pre-assembled) and east/west top rails with all
assembly utilizing only one bolt and nut size with one torque setting.

4. The tilt assemblies can be pre-mounted on the base rails prior to lifting to the roof, reducing labour
installation time.

5. The TGR system has been RWDI qualified.

6. The base rails are factory manufactured with pre-punched tilt rail holes guaranteeing exact row to row
spacing and tilt angle

7. The tilt angle assembles are factory assembled and shipped in bulk for direct attachment to the pre-punched
base rail holes. This feature guaranties identical row to row spacing discrepancies without the need for site
measurements.

8. East/West rails and base rails provide clean and easy wire management installation.

9. Infinitely variable row spacing, infinitely variable tilt angles (3 deg to 15 deg in portrait). In addition, for
special applications since we manufacture and assemble our project deliveries at our Toronto facility; we
can easily produce special tilt angles and accommodate any inter-row spacing to suit individual project
needs.

10. Module warranties are maintained. The rail based TGR flat roof mounting system is designed to clamp
framed or frameless modules on the long side of the modules, in the module manufacturers recommend
locations.  The rail-based system reduces the risk of excessive static and dynamic loading.

11. Installer’s mindset. The TGR mounting system was developed and perfected with design input from
TerraGen’s experienced PV installers.

12. Accommodating and flexible. TerraGen will work with our customer’s installers to ensure we understand
their preferences of receiving material and material lengths. One example of this is through the top rails,
some of our customers prefer 30’ rail lengths and an onsite cut plan, and other customers prefer all rails
arrive to site precut to the exact required rail lengths. Even work-around solutions and layout changes
during installation can normally be accommodated without the need to wait for replacement parts or
fabricate special solutions. Very fast install times and longer rails that minimize time spent splicing means
installers are completed and off the roof quickly, saving money and improving safety.

13. Rigid structure minimizes roof loading. Because the strong, wide Base Rails run continuously (typically in the
North-South direction), weight is evenly distributed preventing the severe point loading, risk of insulation
crushing and roof leaks possible with concentrated ballast racking solutions. The top rails on which the PV
modules are fixed typically run East-West and support the modules in the strongest possible locations in a
Portrait orientation. This lattice of support enables the dead load of several adjacent modules to be
considered in calculating, and thereby minimizing, ballast requirements.

14. High quality + low price = outstanding value. Thanks to high volume manufacturing, low parts count and
innovative design, TerraGen’s TGR flat roof system is flexible enough to meet any flat roof PV system
requirements at extremely low prices. We encourage anyone considering options for a flat roof project to
complete the technical planning form and submit it for a full proposal to info@terragensolar.ca Full
technical support, design advice and installation coaching is provided throughout each project to ensure
complete satisfaction. We look forward to working with you soon.
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